
Sent: Tuesday, 8 June 2010 10:24 AM 
To: Web, Administrator (SEN) 
Subject:  
 

Dear Senator: 
  
              I am writing to you to talk about my opinions about the MIGRATION AMENDMENT 

(VISA CAPPING) BILL 2010. Firstly, I don't think this amendment is fare to students who have 

lodged the application. People who are qualified to apply PR which is mean they have paid for 

study at least 2 years, found a job and have provided work experience. Everything goes under the 

legislation of immigration which means legal. And the main point is, under several changes in 

migration policy, no matter how hard to be qualified to apply PR, for those who have put so many 

efforts on this are now maybe going to be disqualified.  Why people tried so hard to stay here, 

because they are really willing to stay in Australia. Most of people who have lodged applications 

already got a stable job, a car and even got a house, because they believe they will get permission 

to stay in Australia very soon.&n bsp;Do you think is fare for those have done so much efforts 

and receive nothing at the end? 

              Secondly, people just say it out amendment then policy changes. Have they think about 

students? Now is not pointing to those haven't applied PR, abviously, they are so tough during 

these 2 years because policy always change. Even worse is now pointing at students who have 

applied PR. Policy changed, students need to find another way to solve the change. They still have 

choice. How about people who have lodged application? They have given all what immigration 

needs and now just saying ' we don't need such population because of the economy' and then 

simply just reject applications. Cookery and Hairdressing are the most likely range to be rejected 

because the government doesn't want these skills anymore or they are too many. Why didn't the 

government say it before people have done everything. Th e problem is not skills are now not 

needed,  it's not students' fault for what they have been studying, is government's fault that hasn't 

do the plan properly. 

              It is still qualified when students applied applications, but why now, after more than a 

year waiting, saying it's not qualified? Ausralia is known as immigration and government are 

reliable, and now IT IS JUST CHEATING ON US!  

               Please consider..... 
  
  
Regards 

  
  
Wanna 

 


